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Origin of the universe
Identity of dark energy
Identity of dark matter
Isotropic (homogeneous) nature or the universe
Reason for the expansion of the universe
Relationship between energy and matter
Why the speed of light is what it is?
How the speed of light is produced?
How inflation occurred to result in universe expansion
Origin of the Planck scale

Why even numbered atoms are more abundant than odd numbered atoms
Fastest thing in the universe
Lights geometry
The origin of the 26 cosmological constants
Probability and statistics to location and speed of electrons
Double slit experiement and the role of the observer
Wave particle duality
Uncertainty principle
Exclusion principle
Pixelation of the universe at the Planck scale
Black body radiation and UV catastrophe
Singularity physics and black hole and atomic singularities
Cosmological background radiation calculation
Quark charge calculations
Newtonian physics and inverse square laws
Charge calculations and inverse square laws
Application of inverse square laws to atomic geometry
Wave function measurement and collapse 
Geometry of photons
Wave function and its geometry

A model for memory
A model for consciousness
A model of the human mind

Ratio of 5% matter, 27% dark matter and 68% dark energy
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Standard model of physics
Singularity
unknown
unknown

unknown why
Big Bang
E = mc^2

Maxwell's equations
Maxwell's equations

Big Bang
relativity meets quantum mechanics meets gravity 

unknown why
unknown

light
Right hand rule

unknown
Uncertainty model

unknown
unknown

electron and quantum objects
cannot occupy same energy and position

Planck scale
Unknown why more energy is available

All physics falls over black hole singularity
largest error of all physics calcualtions

Fractions and added Up 2/3 and Down -1/3
Gravity and charge and sound

Coulomb's law
No measurement based

No wave function in std model
No – not made of anything

No

Neurons firing 
Many neurons firing together in coherent patterns

Neurons and various phyiological parts of the brain associated with function
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Quantum mechanics
Singularity
unknown
unknown
unknown

Expanding universe
Energy comes in quanta, discrete amounts

Maxwell's equations
Maxwell's equations

Big Bang
relativity meets quantum mechanics meets gravity 

unknown why
No

Faster than light travel super luminal quantum entanglement
Wave function collapse

NA
Wave function probability 

NA
Every particle described

position and location predictions
Fermions ½ spin cannot occupy the same quantum state

Planck scale
Planck analysis of black body radiation

unknown
large error 

Fractions and added Up 2/3 and Down -1/3
Consistent beetween the two models

QM charge calculations
Gravitational quantum limit of the inverse square law

yes calculation using Schrodinger's equation
quantum entanglement based on photons
positional location within a confined space

quantum mechanics based memory
quantum consciousness

yes a model of the human mind
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SUSY inversion
He-BEC – everything as one helium Bose Einstein Condensate

Dark energy = alpha particles 68%
Dark matter = Planck lengths 27%

Helium Bose Einstein Condensate with radius = 2.99 E+8 = c
Alpha particle emission from the helium Bose Einstein condensate

Motion creates charge and entanglement creates matter
Alpha particles emission from He-BEC in KJ/mol binding energy = c

From binding kinetics of alpha particle emission 10x c at T0
Alpha particle emission from He-BEC binding kinetics KJ/mol = 10x c

Planck scale is inward trajectory of light from implosion at T0
Yes alpha particle decay where T0 = dark energy 75% dark matter 25%
Balance obtained from even numbered atoms symmetry of opposites

Alpha particles at 10x c and responsible for inflation
Right hand rule at Planck scale geometry of electric and magnetic fields

Based on geometry of the universe before T0
Location based on logic not measured at 0 state of the singularity

All information is filterd through the human sensory lenses
Light geometry of electron and positron particles distance between is wavelength

Locations identified in atoms based on inverse square laws and non measurement
Interaction is distance dependent where photons interact based on quanta

Planck scale is inward trajectory of light from implosion at T0
Radical and atomic energy obtained from UV catastrophe

Zero point field and pin hole camera inversion model for everything in balance
Calculated based on universe extremes (1.6E-35 m and 6.25E34 m)^2 minus initial He-BEC radius 2.99E8 

Up -1 Down +1 and multiplication (proton = +1) (Neutron = -1) (electron -1) (positron = +1) = zero field balance
Consistent at atomic and large scales due to non measured logic model used to positron electron positron pairs

Consistent at atomic levels of charge calculation
Yes based on logic and non measured identification of the singularity through balanced inverted symmetries
Non measured identification of the singularity based on logic and alignment to this position to obtain collapse

Right hand rule seen in Einstein's formula c^2 = E/M electromagnetism and the reason why photons have no mass
Waves have up and down as do quarks so the inverted symmetry model applies to quantum mechanics within meausurement

Hydrogen quantum tunneling to form atoms and isotopes to store memory into biological structures
Consciousness (neurological) subconscious mind light based physics of the monoatomics

Unconscious mind (inaccessible preprogrammed neurological mind) built into biological structure three layers and emotional water body
Radical system providing connection to human paramagnetic system and fight flight and freeze

Water geoemtry and connection between Christ on the cross and the Amine NH3+ and the Paschen lines
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